Introduction
============

Lung cancer remains the most common cancer and the leading cause of cancer mortality worldwide, with non-small-cell lung cancer (NSCLC) accounting for approximately 85%.[@b1-cmar-10-6611] In recent years, the detection of early-stage lung cancer has increased significantly with the use and extensive application of low-dose and high-resolution spiral computed tomography (CT) screening.[@b2-cmar-10-6611] Surgery is the preferred curative approach for early-stage NSCLC, especially for stage IA (T1N0M0). In 1995, the only randomized controlled trial comparing lobectomy and sublobar resection (wedge resection and segmentectomy) was conducted by the Lung Cancer Study Group (LCSG) and resulted in standardized lobectomy as the optimal treatment strategy for stage IA NSCLC. Sublobar resection was negatively assessed for its high rate of local recurrence and the tendency of having a worse overall survival (OS) outcome.[@b3-cmar-10-6611] However, the proportion of sublobar resections has been increasing yearly and the survival benefit of lobectomy over sublobar resection has been declining over the past 2 decades.[@b4-cmar-10-6611] Accumulated clinical evidence has demonstrated that sublobar resection may have an important role in stage IA NSCLC treatment. However, due to the lack of large cohort studies to determine prognostic factors affecting patients undergoing sublobar resection, the efficacy of sublobar resection has not been fully evaluated.[@b5-cmar-10-6611] Nomogram, which creates a plain visual representation of a statistical predictive model yielding a numerical probability of a clinical outcome, is widely used to predict prognosis in cancer patients.[@b6-cmar-10-6611] Nevertheless, to our knowledge, the application of nomogram for patients undergoing sublobar resection for stage IA NSCLC has not been utilized. We sought to identify prognostic factors for patients undergoing sublobar resection for stage IA NSCLC and to establish a nomogram to predict the 3- and 5-year OS and lung cancer-specific survival (LCSS) rates of these patients.

Methods
=======

Data source
-----------

The data used in this study were extracted from the Surveillance, Epidemiology, and End Results (SEER) registry program of the National Cancer Institute. The SEER database, which includes 18 registries and covers approximately 28% of the US population, is an authoritative collection of data on cancer incidence, prevalence, population-based variables, primary tumor characteristics, treatment, and mortality.[@b7-cmar-10-6611] SEER database is freely available with patient anonymization and, approval from institutional review board was not required. This database has been utilized in several studies to determine prognostic factors associated with a variety of cancers.[@b8-cmar-10-6611]--[@b13-cmar-10-6611]

Study population
----------------

Data between 2004 and 2014 were retrieved using the SEER\*Stat software. We limited our analysis to data collected from 2004. This was because data for lung cancer with the T stage component in the SEER database were derived from collaborative stage (CS) coded fields and was only available from 2004. Inclusion criteria were as follows: ICD-O-3 site code C34.0--C34.9; ICD-O-3 morphology code did not index small-cell lung cancer (8,041, 8,042, 8,043, 8,044, and 8,045); stage IA (T1N0M0); surgical approach was sublobar resection (wedge resection or segmentectomy); and NSCLC was the only primary or first of two or more primary cancers. Exclusion criteria were as follows: patients' age at diagnosis was younger than 18 years and patients with missing or incomplete data on race, marital status, differentiation, tumor size and location, type of surgery, survival status, cause of death, and follow-up status of less than 1 month.

The following information was obtained for each patient from the SEER database: patient demographics (year of diagnosis, sex, age at diagnosis, race, and marital status), clinicopathological characteristics of the tumors (involved lobe, tumor size, histological type and differentiation, and TNM stage); type of pulmonary surgery (wedge resection or segmentectomy) and survival information (vital status, cause of death, cancer-specific death, and survival months).

Several variables were further divided into different subgroups to facilitate the analysis. Patients were divided into three groups based on age at diagnosis (\<60, 60--75, and \>75, representing adult, older adult, and senior adult, respectively). Race was divided into white, black, and others (American Indian/Alaska native, Asian/Pacific Islanders, and so on). Marital status was classified as married, divorced, and others (including widowed, never married, single, unmarried, or domestic partner). Histological type was classified as adenocarcinoma (AC), squamous cell carcinoma (SC), and others (large cell carcinoma, adenosquamous carcinoma, and other types not categorized as AC or SC). Histological differentiation was categorized as grades I--IV, which represented well differentiated, moderately differentiated, poorly differentiated, and undifferentiated, respectively. Tumor size was further divided into three groups based on the American Joint Committee on Cancer/Union for International Cancer Control (AJCC/UICC) eighth edition staging system (\<1.0, 1.0--2.0, and \>2.0).

OS was calculated as the number of months from surgery to death due to any cause. LCSS was calculated as the number of months from surgery to death due to NSCLC. Patients who died from other causes or were still alive at the end of the study period were defined as censored.

Statistical analyses
--------------------

Statistical analysis was performed using SPSS (Version 22.0; IBM Corporation, Armonk, NY, USA). The Kaplan--Meier method was used to describe the prognostic effect of each factor on survival, and the survival curve was compared using the log-rank test. A Cox proportional-hazards model was used for multivariate analysis.

Based on the results of the multivariate analysis, a nomogram was constructed using the rms package in R Version 3.4.4.[@b14-cmar-10-6611] The maximum score for each factor was defined as 100. Concordance index (*C*-index) was utilized to measure the performance of the nomogram, and the calibration curves were graphed to compare nomogram-predicted vs actual observed survival probability. Bootstraps of 1,000 re-samples were used for analysis. *P*-value \<0.05 was considered statistically significant.

Results
=======

Patient characteristics
-----------------------

Based on the inclusion and exclusion criteria, we identified 4,866 eligible patients undergoing sublobar resection for stage IA NSCLC from 2004 to 2014 in the SEER database. The flow diagram for patient selection is displayed in [Figure 1](#f1-cmar-10-6611){ref-type="fig"}. Patient characteristics are summarized in [Table 1](#t1-cmar-10-6611){ref-type="table"}. The majority of the patients were female (2,736; 56.2%), white (4,239; 87.1%), and married (2,729; 56.1%). Of the 4,866 patients, 53.8% (2,620) were between the ages of 60 and 75 years, 29.3% (1,425) were older than 75 years, and 16.9% (821) were younger than 60 years. The upper lobe (3,134, 64.4%) was the most frequently affected site, followed by the lower lobe (1,543, 31.7%), while the middle lobe (189, 3.9%) was the site least affected. With regard to histology type, AC (2,911, 59.8%) was the most common, followed by SC (1,442, 29.6%) and others (513, 10.5%). With regard to histological differentiation, grade II was the most prominent (2,175, 44.7%), followed by grade III (1,444, 29.7%), grade I (1,154, 23.7%), and grade IV (93, 1.9%). A total of 57.4% (2,791) of patients had tumors between 1 and 2 cm in diameter, followed by 25.0% (1,216) with tumors greater than 2 cm and 17.7% (859) with tumors less than 1 cm. Majority of the 4,866 patients underwent pulmonary wedge resection (3,838, 78.9%), while only 21.1% (1,028) of the patients underwent segmentectomy.

Survival analysis
-----------------

Of the 4,866 patients, 3,882 patients had NSCLC while 984 patients had NSCLC and other primary cancers. The median follow-up period after sublobar resection was 37 (range, 1--131) months. A total of 1,873 deaths were reported during the follow-up period, including 1,030 deaths from lung cancer and 843 deaths from other causes. The cumulative 5-year OS and LCSS after surgery were 58.5 and 74.1%, respectively ([Figure 2](#f2-cmar-10-6611){ref-type="fig"})

In terms of OS, all 4,866 patients were included in the univariate analysis and the results are listed in [Table 2](#t2-cmar-10-6611){ref-type="table"} (the Kaplan--Meier curves are shown in [Figure S1](#SD1-cmar-10-6611){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Of the demographic data, sex (*P*\<0.001), age (*P*\<0.001), race (*P*=0.015), and marital status (*P*=0.040) were found to significantly influence prognosis. With regard to clinicopathological factors, pathology (*P*\<0.001), differentiation (*P*\<0.001), tumor size (*P*\<0.001), and surgery type (*P*=0.005) were also prognostic factors influencing OS. All significant prognostic factors derived from univariate analysis were used for multivariate analysis. The results from Cox proportional-hazards model analyses are listed in [Table 2](#t2-cmar-10-6611){ref-type="table"}. Results showed that sex (*P*\<0.001), age (*P*\<0.001), race (*P*=0.043), marital status (*P*=0.009), pathology (*P*=0.004), differentiation (*P*\<0.001), size (*P*\<0.001), and surgery (*P*=0.001) remained independent prognostic factors for OS.

Regarding LCSS, all 4,866 patients were included for univariate analysis and the results are listed in [Table 3](#t3-cmar-10-6611){ref-type="table"} (the Kaplan-- Meier curves are shown in [Figure S2](#SD2-cmar-10-6611){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). For demographic data, sex (*P*\<0.001), age (*P*\<0.001), and race (*P*=0.040) were found to significantly influence prognosis. For clinicopathological factors, differentiation (*P*\<0.001), tumor size (*P*\<0.001), and surgery type (*P*=0.035) were also prognostic factors influencing LCSS. All significant prognostic factors derived from univariate analysis were used for multivariate analysis. The results from Cox proportional-hazards model analyses are listed in [Table 3](#t3-cmar-10-6611){ref-type="table"}. Results demonstrated that sex (*P*\<0.001), age (*P*\<0.001), differentiation (*P*\<0.001), size (*P*\<0.001), and surgery (*P*=0.011) remained independent prognostic factors for OS, whereas race (*P*=0.056) and histological type (*P*=0.733) were not independent prognostic factors for LCSS.

The formulated nomogram based on independent prognostic factors identified by Cox proportional-hazards model is shown in [Figure 3](#f3-cmar-10-6611){ref-type="fig"}. We used this visual predictive tool to easily obtain the probability of 3-year and 5-year OS and LCSS rates of patients with stage IA NSCLC who underwent sublobar resection. First, each independent prognostic factor was segregated into two or more levels to correspond to score values based on the point scale on the top of the nomogram. Then, the sum of the points was calculated for each variable for each patient to obtain the 3- and 5-year OS and LCSS rates corresponding to the bottom point scale of the nomogram. The model demonstrated good accuracy with the *C*-index of 0.649 (95% CI: 0.635--0.663) for OS and 0.640 (95% CI: 0.622--0.658) for LCSS. This indicated a relatively good model discriminative ability. The calibration curves are shown in [Figures 4](#f4-cmar-10-6611){ref-type="fig"} and [5](#f5-cmar-10-6611){ref-type="fig"}, with an optimal agreement between nomogram prediction and actual observation for 3- and 5-year OS and LCSS probabilities.

Discussion
==========

Multiple factors have led to the dramatic increase in the number of sublobar resections for patients with stage IA NSCLC. This has led to the heightened interest to determine its overall efficacy. Lung cancer screening using computed tomography encouraged by the National Lung Screening Trial (NLST) has resulted in the early detection of cancer that is localized and of smaller tumor size.[@b2-cmar-10-6611] In addition, extensive and in-depth understanding of histopathological behavior of lung AC within different prognostic subgroups have directly impacted surgical resection strategies.[@b15-cmar-10-6611] Third, with an aging population, more elderly patients with significant medical comorbidities and impaired lung function that have been diagnosed with lung cancer and are unable to tolerate lobectomies have undergone sublobar resections.[@b16-cmar-10-6611] Fourth, new technologies such as stereotactic ablative radiotherapy (SABR), which warrants additional considerations for early-stage NSCLC, compels surgery to be minimally invasive.[@b17-cmar-10-6611] However, there is a lack of large cohort studies for the prognosis of early-stage NSCLC patients who have undergone sublobar resection. Due to the lack of appropriate cohort studies, prediction models and tools are uncommon. To our knowledge, this study is the first to attempt to establish a prognostic nomogram for patients undergoing sublobar resection for stage IA NSCLC. Using a large cohort of 4,866 patients' data from the SEER database, we were able to obtain relatively precise long-term survival estimates for patients who had undergone sublobar resection.

Segmentectomy is distinct from wedge resection in terms of efficacy. Segmentectomy is a better treatment option compared to wedge resection and may lead to improved survival in patients with stage IA NSCLC. Our analysis demonstrated that segmentectomy was superior to wedge resection for stage IA NSCLC patients, both for OS and LCSS. The meta-analysis conducted by Cao et al[@b18-cmar-10-6611] demonstrated that segmentectomy had the same OS and disease-free survival (DFS) with lobectomy in specifically selected patients (patients who could tolerate either lobectomy or sublobar resection). Compared to wedge resection, segmentectomy is technically more challenging and involves removing a specific anatomic region of the lobe by carefully isolating and dividing the segmental artery, vein, and bronchus individually, and is a truly anatomical resection that usually includes wider resection margins and a more extensive intraparenchymal and hilar lymph nodes' dissection.[@b19-cmar-10-6611] Sienel et al[@b20-cmar-10-6611] found that segmentectomy had more lymph node numbers (12 vs 6) and demonstrated significantly better cancer-specific survival (71 vs 48%) and lower local/regional recurrence (16% vs 55%) compared to wedge resection. The study by the American College of Surgeons Surgical Oncology Group (ACOSG) (Z4032) evaluated three key features of sublobar resection in patients with stage I NSCLC. Significant differences were observed between patients with segmentectomy and those with wedge resection with regard to resection margin (1.5 vs 0.8 cm), nodal upstaging (9 vs 1%), and number of node stations sampled (3 vs 1). Remarkably, 41% of patients with wedge resection sampled zero nodes during the surgery compared with 2% of those with segmentectomy.[@b21-cmar-10-6611] Dziedzic et al, using the Polish National Lung Cancer Registry database, performed a retrospective analysis of the outcomes following the surgical treatment for stage I NSCLC from 2007 to 2013. They demonstrated that patients who underwent segmentectomy had significantly improved 5-year OS over wedge resection (78.3 vs 58.1%).[@b22-cmar-10-6611]

The degree of tumor differentiation is closely associated with lung cancer prognosis. Our study demonstrated that tumor differentiation was an independent prognostic factor for stage IA NSCLC. The degree of tumor differentiation is actually a reflection of tumor biological behavior characteristics. The first to seventh lung cancer TNM classification and staging system were in regard to the anatomical extent of tumor. However, the information regarding tumor differentiation grade reflecting malignant degree was not included.[@b23-cmar-10-6611] It is encouraging to note that the TNM staging for esophageal cancer in the seventh edition incorporates tumor differentiation grade and was staged according to tumor differentiation grade and TNM.[@b23-cmar-10-6611] With the eighth edition of esophageal cancer staging, tumor differentiation grade was particularly important for pathological TNM staging of early esophageal cancer.[@b24-cmar-10-6611] In fact, the new classification for lung AC in 2011 was classified based on the biological behavior of the tumor.[@b15-cmar-10-6611] Based on the prognosis prediction value for different AC subtypes, several researchers have classified AC cancer into the following three different histological differentiations: the low level group had lepidic-predominant type, the medium level group consisted of acinar-predominant and papillary-predominant type, and the high level group had micropapillary-predominant and solid with mucin-predominant type.[@b25-cmar-10-6611] Such histological grading can guide surgical resection options and predict prognosis. It has been strongly suggested that the tumor differentiation degree should be considered for future updated versions.

Tumor size is closely associated with cancer prognosis and is an important independent predictor of outcomes in stage IA NSCLC. The results of our study further validated the common perception that the smaller the tumor, the better the prognosis. The eighth edition of the TNM classification for lung cancer divides T1 into three subgroups, ie, T1a, T1b, and T1c, based on each centimeter. This indicates that tumor size is an increasingly important prognostic factor and should be precisely measured, because small shifts in diameter may signify distinct prognosis.[@b26-cmar-10-6611] Based on the T1 subgroup cutoffs representing a logical degradation of survival as tumor size increases, we can easily select specific and individualized surgical treatment strategies. Dai et al[@b27-cmar-10-6611] concluded that segmentectomy should be recommended for T1b NSCLC patients who are unsuitable for lobectomy, whereas either segmentectomy or wedge resection could provide the same survival for T1a NSCLC patients. A recent publication by Cao et al compared the survival rates after lobectomy, segmentectomy, and wedge resection in patients classified according to the eighth edition for staging IA NSCLC. Results showed that lobectomy, segmentectomy, and wedge resection were comparable oncologic procedures for patients with stage IA NSCLC that was 1.0 cm or smaller. For tumors from 1.1 to 2.0 cm, lobectomy and segmentectomy had similar survival rates but had better survival rates than that observed with wedge resection. For tumors from 2.1 to 3.0 cm, lobectomy was still the standard surgical procedure.[@b28-cmar-10-6611]

Sex and age are common independent prognostic factors for lung cancer and have been reported by several studies. Our study also showed similar results that female and younger patients were associated with better prognosis. The possible explanation for the correlation between sex and prognosis is that women smoke less and have fewer smoking-related chronic obstructive pulmonary diseases leading to a better prognosis.[@b29-cmar-10-6611] Another reason is that in females, AC is more frequent, EGFR mutation rates are higher, and the comprehensive treatment efficacy is better compared to males.[@b30-cmar-10-6611] The prognosis for NSCLC gets worse with increasing age. Older patients are more likely to die from non-lung cancer-related diseases such as cardiovascular disease. Groth et al[@b31-cmar-10-6611] reported that the risk of dying of cardiovascular and chronic pulmonary disease becomes nearly equivalent to dying of lung cancer with increasing age. However, compared to previous studies focusing only on OS for early-stage NSCLC, our study analyzed both OS and LCSS of stage IA NSCLC and investigated the differences in prognostic factors. The results showed that OS rates were worse compared to LCSS rates. Many factors could affect OS, which includes death caused by lung cancer and death caused by other diseases such as cardiovascular and cerebrovascular diseases, and are known as competitive risk factors.[@b32-cmar-10-6611] Zhou et al[@b33-cmar-10-6611] demonstrated that 41.78% of stage I NSCLC death was attributed to causes other than the primary lung cancer. Our study showed that race, marital status, and pathological type were independent prognostic factors for OS but not LCSS. This may be interpreted using competitive risk factors. Zhou et al[@b33-cmar-10-6611] showed that stratification analysis for race, marriage and pathological types, and non-neoplastic competitive risk factors accounted approximately for 35, 37, and 40% of deaths. We are unable to get detailed information from the SEER data regarding patient's comorbidities such as cardiovascular and cerebrovascular diseases and other chronic diseases. Hence, age, race, and marital status could be proxy indicators for comorbidity.

Our study had several limitations. First, this is a retrospective study and the results may have inherent bias. Second, detailed data on patient's comorbidity, pulmonary function, performance status, the way in which the wedge or segmentectomy was performed (open vs video-assisted thoracic surgery), and recurrence rates could not be obtained from the SEER database. Due to this, we could not differentiate between radical and passive intent sublobectomy in our cohort. Third, the *C*-index of the formulated nomogram for predicting OS and LCSS was good but not excellent. Several other factors could have influenced the prognosis. Fourth, there was no external validation for this study. External validation is required to determine whether it could be applied to other patient groups. Our results should be further evaluated in prospective randomized trials.

Conclusion
==========

This study used a large population-based cohort from the SEER database. We conclude that for patients with stage IA NSCLC undergoing sublobar resection, sex, age, race, marital status, pathology, differentiation, tumor size, and surgery type were independent prognostic factors for OS and sex, age, differentiation, tumor size, and surgery type were independent prognostic factors for LCSS. Based on these factors, we developed a convenient and visual nomogram to predict the 3- and 5-year OS and LCSS rates. The prediction outcome had a relatively good performance.

Supplementary materials
=======================

###### 

Overall Kaplan--Meier survival curves for patients according to (**A**) sex, (**B**) age, (**C**) race, (**D**) marital status, (**E**) lobe, (**F**) pathology, (**G**) differentiation, (**H**) tumor size, and (**I**) surgery.

**Abbreviations:** AC, adenocarcinoma; SC, squamous cell carcinoma.

###### 

Lung cancer-specific Kaplan--Meier survival curves for patients according to (**A**) sex, (**B**) age, (**C**) race, (**D**) marital status, (**E**) lobe, (**F**) pathology, (**G**) differentiation, (**H**) tumor size, and (**I**) surgery.

**Abbreviations:** AC, adenocarcinoma; SC, squamous cell carcinoma.
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![The flow diagram of the patient selection.\
**Abbreviation:** NSCLC, non-small-cell lung cancer.](cmar-10-6611Fig1){#f1-cmar-10-6611}

![OS and LCSS curves of all patients.\
**Abbreviations:** LCSS, lung cancer-specific survival; OS, overall survival.](cmar-10-6611Fig2){#f2-cmar-10-6611}

![(**A**) Nomogram for the prediction of 3- and 5-year OS rates of patients undergoing sublobar resection for stage IA NSCLC. (**B**) Nomogram for the prediction of 3- and 5-year LCSS rates of patients undergoing sublobar resection for stage IA NSCLC.\
**Abbreviations:** AC, adenocarcinoma; LCSS, lung cancer-specific survival; OS, overall survival; SC, squamous cell carcinoma.](cmar-10-6611Fig3){#f3-cmar-10-6611}

![(**A**) Calibration curve of the nomogram for predicting 3-year OS rates of patients undergoing sublobar resection for stage IA NSCLC. (**B**) Calibration curve of the nomogram for predicting 5-year OS rates of patients undergoing sublobar resection for stage IA NSCLC.\
**Abbreviations:** NSCLC, non-small-cell lung cancer; OS, overall survival.](cmar-10-6611Fig4){#f4-cmar-10-6611}

![(**A**) Calibration curve of the nomogram for predicting 3-year LCSS rates of patients undergoing sublobar resection for stage IA NSCLC. (**B**) Calibration curve of the nomogram for predicting 5-year LCSS rates of patients undergoing sublobar resection for stage IA NSCLC.\
**Abbreviations:** LCSS, lung cancer-specific survival; NSCLC, non-small-cell lung cancer.](cmar-10-6611Fig5){#f5-cmar-10-6611}

###### 

Patient characteristics of 3- and 5-year OS and LCSS

  Characteristics   Number of patients   Percentage   OS (%)     LCSS (%)              
  ----------------- -------------------- ------------ ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------
                                                                                       
  Total             4,866                100                                           
  Sex                                                                                  
   Male             2,130                43.8         68.4±1.1   51.8±1.3   79.7±1.0   70.0±1.3
   Female           2,736                56.2         78.7±0.9   63.9±1.1   86.3±0.7   77.3±1.0
  Age (years)                                                                          
   \<60             821                  16.9         82.7±1.5   72.4±1.9   88.0±1.3   81.3±1.7
   60--75           2,620                53.8         76.2±0.9   61.4±1.2   85.1±0.8   75.6±1.1
   \>75             1,425                29.3         65.7±1.4   45.7±1.6   77.8±1.3   67.1±1.6
  Race                                                                                 
   White            4,239                87.1         73.7±0.8   57.7±0.9   83.0±0.7   73.5±0.9
   Black            398                  8.2          75.5±2.4   60.7±2.9   83.6±2.1   74.6±2.7
   Others           229                  4.7          82.0±2.9   70.5±3.8   90.9±2.2   85.5±3.0
  Marital status                                                                       
   Married          2,729                56.1         74.8±0.9   60.1±1.2   83.4±0.8   74.9±1.1
   Divorced         626                  12.9         74.1±1.9   57.6±2.4   82.3±1.7   71.0±2.3
   Others           1,511                31.1         73.1±1.3   56.1±1.6   84.0±1.1   74.2±1.5
  Lobe                                                                                 
   Upper            3,134                64.4         73.5±0.9   57.8±1.1   83.4±0.8   74.2±1.0
   Middle           189                  3.9          77.3±3.4   65.7±4.2   85.3±3.0   78.4±3.7
   Lower            1,543                31.7         75.2±1.2   59.0±1.6   83.4±1.1   73.6±1.5
  Pathology                                                                            
   AC               2,911                59.8         78.5±0.9   63.9±1.1   86.0±0.7   76.7±1.0
   SC               1,442                29.6         66.4±1.4   48.5±1.6   78.6±1.2   69.0±1.6
   Others           513                  10.5         72.4±2.2   58.0±2.7   82.5±2.0   74.6±2.5
  Differentiation                                                                      
   I                1,154                23.7         86.0±1.2   75.7±1.6   91.7±1.0   86.0±1.3
   II               2,175                44.7         73.8±1.1   56.3±1.3   83.4±0.9   72.6±1.2
   III              1,444                29.7         66.2±1.4   49.9±1.5   77.4±1.2   67.7±1.5
   IV               93                   1.9          71.7±4.8   56.2±5.6   81.7±4.3   72.3±5.3
  Size (cm)                                                                            
   \<1.0            859                  17.7         81.5±1.5   68.4±2.0   88.8±1.3   81.1±1.7
   1.0--2.0         2,791                57.4         76.5±0.9   59.8±1.1   84.9±0.8   75.1±1.1
   \>2.0            1,216                25.0         64.0±1.5   49.1±1.7   76.3±1.4   67.2±1.7
  Surgery                                                                              
   W                3,838                78.9         73.5±0.8   57.6±1.0   83.0±0.7   73.6±0.9
   S                1,028                21.1         76.9±1.5   62.2±1.9   85.1±1.3   76.5±1.7

**Abbreviations:** AC, adenocarcinoma; LCSS, lung cancer-specific survival; OS, overall survival; S, segmentectomy; SC, squamous cell carcinoma; W, wedge resection.

###### 

Univariate and multivariate Cox regression analyses estimating the risk factors for OS of IA NSCLC

  Characteristics   Univariate   Multivariate                                    
  ----------------- ------------ -------------- --------- ------- -------------- ---------
                                                                                 
  Sex                                           \<0.001                          \<0.001
   Male             Ref                                   Ref                    
   Female           0.671        0.618--0.741   \<0.001   0.693   0.630--0.762   \<0.001
  Age (years)                                   \<0.001                          \<0.001
   \<60             Ref                                   Ref                    
   60--75           1.505        1.298--1.746   \<0.001   1.434   1.235--1.665   \<0.001
   \>75             2.470        2.121--2.876   \<0.001   2.285   1.955--2.672   \<0.001
  Race                                          0.015                            0.043
   White            Ref                                   Ref                    
   Black            0.899        0.759--1.064   0.215     0.948   0.799--1.126   0.545
   Others           0.721        0.568--0.916   0.007     0.739   0.581--0.940   0.014
  Marital status                                0.040                            0.009
   Married          Ref                                   Ref                    
   Divorced         1.093        0.952--1.255   0.205     1.229   1.068--1.414   0.004
   Others           1.134        1.026--1.253   0.014     1.107   0.996--1.230   0.060
  Lobe                                          0.185                            NS
   Upper            Ref                                   NS                     
   Middle           0.825        0.645--1.055   0.126     NS      NS             NS
   Lower            0.941        0.852--1.040   0.231     NS      NS             NS
  Pathology                                     \<0.001                          0.004
   AC               Ref                                   Ref                    
   SC               1.623        1.473--1.787   \<0.001   1.189   1.072--1.318   0.001
   Others           1.208        1.035--1.409   0.016     1.145   0.970--1.352   0.109
  Differentiation                               \<0.001                          \<0.001
   I                Ref                                   Ref                    
   II               1.910        1.660--2.197   \<0.001   1.874   1.536--2.285   \<0.001
   III              2.383        2.064--2.751   \<0.001   2.242   1.817--2.765   \<0.001
   IV               1.807        1.323--2.468   \<0.001   1.703   1.087--2.668   0.020
  Size (cm)                                     \<0.001                          \<0.001
   \<1.0            Ref                                   Ref                    
   1.0--2.0         1.463        1.267--1.688   \<0.001   1.297   1.123--1.498   \<0.001
   \>2.0            2.098        1.802--2.444   \<0.001   1.728   1.480--2.017   \<0.001
  Surgery                                       0.005                            0.001
   W                Ref                                   Ref                    
   S                0.847        0.754--0.951   0.005     0.826   0.734--0.928   0.001

**Note:** Not significant (NS), *P*-value \>0.05.

**Abbreviations:** AC, adenocarcinoma; LCSS, lung cancer-specific survival; NSCLC, non-small-cell lung cancer; OS, overall survival; Ref, reference; S, segmentectomy; SC, squamous cell carcinoma; W, wedge resection.

###### 

Univariate and multivariate Cox regression analyses estimating the risk factors for LCSS of IA NSCLC

  Characteristics   Univariate   Multivariate                                    
  ----------------- ------------ -------------- --------- ------- -------------- ---------
  Sex                                           \<0.001                          \<0.001
   Male             Ref                                   Ref                    
   Female           0.721        0.638--0.814   \<0.001   0.761   0.670--0.865   \<0.001
  Age (years)                                   \<0.001                          \<0.001
   \<60             Ref                                   Ref                    
   60--75           1.281        1.063--1.542   0.009     1.237   1.026--1.493   0.026
   \>75             1.858        1.530--2.257   \<0.001   1.792   1.466--2.189   \<0.001
  Race                                          0.040                            0.056
   White            Ref                                   Ref                    
   Black            1.012        0.815--1.257   0.911     1.052   0.844--1.312   0.650
   Others           0.645        0.458--0.909   0.012     0.665   0.471--0.937   0.020
  Marital status                                0.223                            NS
   Married          Ref                                   NS                     
   Divorced         1.166        0.975--1.394   0.092     NS      NS             NS
   Others           1.005        0.876--1.154   0.939     NS      NS             NS
  Lobe                                          0.652                            NS
   Upper            Ref                                   NS                     
   Middle           0.863        0.620--1.201   0.382     NS      NS             NS
   Lower            1.013        0.887--1.156   0.852     NS      NS             NS
  Pathology                                     \<0.001                          0.733
   AC               Ref                                   Ref                    
   SC               1.419        1.243--1.619   \<0.001   1.044   0.907--1.201   0.551
   Others           1.179        0.960--1.448   0.115     1.077   0.864--1.342   0.510
  Differentiation                               \<0.001                          \<0.001
   I                Ref                                   Ref                    
   II               2.048        1.688--2.484   \<0.001   1.874   1.536--2.285   \<0.001
   III              2.545        2.088--3.102   \<0.001   2.242   1.817--2.765   \<0.001
   IV               1.994        1.308--3.038   0.001     1.703   1.087--2.668   0.020
  Size (cm)                                     \<0.001                          \<0.001
   \<1.0            Ref                                   Ref                    
   1.0--2.0         1.400        1.157--1.695   0.001     1.265   1.043--1.534   0.017
   \>2.0            2.054        1.676--2.516   \<0.001   1.736   1.412--2.133   \<0.001
  Surgery                                       0.035                            0.011
   W                Ref                                   Ref                    
   S                0.845        0.722--0.988   0.035     0.813   0.694--0.953   0.011

**Note:** Not significant (NS), *P*-value \>0.05.

**Abbreviations:** AC, adenocarcinoma; LCSS, lung cancer-specific survival; NSCLC, non-small-cell lung cancer; OS, overall survival; Ref, reference; S, segmentectomy; SC, squamous cell carcinoma; W, wedge resection.
